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ABSTRACT
International Journal of Exercise Science 13(2): 1549-1562, 2020. Metabolic stress is a primary

mechanism of muscle hypertrophy and is associated with microvascular oxygenation and muscle activation.
Considering that drop-set (DS) and crescent pyramid (CP) resistance training systems are recommended to
modulate these mechanisms related to muscle hypertrophy, we aimed to investigate if these resistance training
systems produce a different microvascular oxygenation status and muscle activation from those observed in
traditional resistance training (TRAD). Twelve volunteers had their legs randomized in an intra-subject cross-over
design in TRAD (3 sets of 10 repetitions at 75% 1-RM), DS (3 sets of ~50-75% 1-RM) and CP (3 sets of 6-10 repetitions
at 75-85% 1-RM). Vastus medialis microvascular oxygenation and muscle activation were respectively assessed by
non- invasive near-infrared spectroscopy and surface electromyography techniques during the resistance training
sessions in the leg-extension exercise. Total hemoglobin area under the curve (AUC) (TRAD: -1653.5 ± 2866.5; DS:
-3069.2 ± 3429.4; CP: -1196.6 ± 2675.3) and tissue oxygen saturation (TRAD: 19283.1 ± 6698.0; DS: 23995.5 ± 15604.9;
CP: 16109.1 ± 8553.1) increased without differences between protocols (p>0.05). Greater decreases in oxygenated
hemoglobin AUC and hemoglobin differentiated AUC were respectively found for DS (-4036.8 ± 2698.1; -5004.4 ±
2722.9) compared with TRAD (-1951.8 ± 1720.0; -2250.3 ± 1305.7) and CP (-1814.4 ± 2634.3; 2432.2 ± 2891.4) (p<0.03).
Higher increases of hemoglobin deoxygenated AUC were found for DS (1426.7 ± 1320.7) compared with TRAD
(316.0 ± 1164.9) only (p=0.04). No differences were demonstrated in electromyographic amplitudes between TRAD
(69.0 ± 34.4), DS (61.3 ± 26.7) and CP (60.9 ± 38.8) (p>0.05). Despite DS produced lower microvascular oxygenation
levels compared with TRAD and CP, all protocols produced similar muscle activation levels.

KEY WORDS: Drop-set, crescent pyramid, muscle activation, near-infrared spectroscopy,
muscle fatigue
INTRODUCTION
Metabolic stress (i.e., accumulation of metabolites, particularly lactate, inorganic phosphate and
H+) is a physiological response associated to the exercise-induced changes in oxygenation,
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which can be assessed through the microvascular oxygenation status (i.e., proxy marker of
metabolic stress) (4, 9, 26, 40). Through advances in measurement techniques, various methods
have been applied to assess microvascular oxygenation status during RT, such as the nearinfrared spectroscopy (NIRS) (14, 27). This technique is used to monitor relative changes in total
hemoglobin (tHb), tissue oxygen index (stO2), concentrations of oxygenated hemoglobin
(HbO2), concentrations of deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb), and hemoglobin differentiated
(HbDiff) in the muscle tissue during exercise (6). The microvascular oxygenation is considered
a responsible mechanism for the resistance training (RT)-induced muscle fatigue (9, 26, 40, 41).
It is suggested that muscle fatigue increases muscle activation (i.e., increase of
electromyographical signal [EMG]) to maintain muscle function during RT (30, 40). Considering
that there is an association between microvascular oxygenation status and muscle activation
with muscle hypertrophy (38, 43, 44), coaches and practitioners use several training techniques
(i.e., RT systems) emphasizing/modulating different RT variables (e.g., volume or load) in order
to change the microvascular oxygenation status and increase muscle activation (10, 16). Albeit
RT systems are widely recommended to modulate these mechanisms related to muscle
hypertrophy (39), little is known if these RT systems produce a different microvascular
oxygenation status and muscle activation from those observed in traditional RT (TRAD;
performed with constant load and repetitions).
Drop-set (DS) is a RT system widely recommended and utilized among practitioners. This
system is characterized by sets until concentric failure followed by very short pauses enough to
quickly reduce total load (e.g., ~20%) during sets, allowing the execution of a few more
repetitions to concentric failure (2, 3). DS involves a large number of repetitions to failure,
consequently augmenting total training volume (TTV; sets x repetitions x load [kg]). It is
suggested that these characteristics of DS can promote great changes on microvascular
oxygenation (39). However, only one study investigated the effects of DS on microvascular
oxygenation and muscle activation (17). The authors compared the effects of DS with reverse DS
on a microvascular oxygenation parameter (i.e., HbO2) and muscle activation. Despite the
results showed a greater change in HbO2 and increases muscle activation for DS, the training
protocol was not conducted as preconized (i.e., sets were not performed until concentric failure
and the pauses between sets were very long), which decharacterized the DS system (17).
Furthermore, the study did not compare the effects of DS with TRAD and assessed only one
microvascular oxygenation parameter. Additionally, other studies (15, 16) concluded that a
protocol that most closely resembles DS (i.e., a set performed until muscle failure after a short
pause at the end of the training session) produced higher increases in indirect indicators of
metabolic stress (e.g., lactate and growth hormone [GH]) compared with TRAD. Therefore,
despite no study compared the effects of DS on microvascular oxygenation with TRAD, it is
conceivable that higher volume inherent to DS would produce higher microvascular
oxygenation changes compared with TRAD.
Besides DS, another RT system employed by resistance-trained subjects is the crescent pyramid
(CP), which is characterized by increases in training load simultaneously to decreases in the
number of repetitions throughout sets progression (e.g., 1st set: 12 reps at 75% of one repetition
maximum [1-RM]; 2nd set: 10 reps at 80% 1-RM; 3rd set: 8 reps at 85% 1-RM) (10). Aiming to
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investigate the effect of manipulations in training load (e.g., 4 sets at 60% 1-RM vs. 4 sets at 90%
1-RM) a study showed similar microvascular oxygenation status between low- and high-load
RT through analysis of HbO2 and HHb (18). Thus, despite no study investigated the effects of
the CP on microvascular oxygenation, it is possible to suggest that the load manipulation of the
CP would produce similar microvascular oxygenation status compared with TRAD.
Thus, the aim of this study was to use NIRS to compare the effect of DS and CP systems with
TRAD on microvascular oxygenation status during these RT protocols. Increases in H+
concentration induced by microvascular oxygenation changes could induce progressive
increases in muscle activation (43). Thus, as a secondary objective, we investigated if
microvascular oxygenation status could modulate the muscle activation in the same RT
protocols. We hypothesized that DS will produce a higher microvascular oxygenation changes
and muscle activation than TRAD and CP with no difference between the last two.
METHODS
Participants
The power analysis determined that 12 participants were needed for a power of 0.80, with an
effect size of 0.5 and an α = 0.05. Then, twelve young men participated in this study (age: 23 ±
2 years, height: 1.77 ± 0.3 m, body mass: 79.8 ± 5.9 kg). Participants had i) no cardiovascular and
neuromuscular disorders to mitigate possible risks inherent of any RT protocol; ii) at least 4
months of RT practice before the study to exclude the possibility of a novel effect of RT protocols
on the dependent variables, and iii) a body mass index < 30 kg/m2 to avoid interferences of fat
tissue thickness in the quality of NIRS and EMG signals. Participants signed an informed
consent, the study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and ethical
approval was granted by the University’s ethics committee. This research was carried out fully
in accordance to the ethical standards of the International Journal of Exercise Science (32).
Protocol
Experimental design: This study used an intra-subject cross-over design, in which participants
performed all experimental conditions. Initially, participants were familiarized with study
procedures and tested and re-tested for their 1-RM with 72h intervals among visits. In the first
RT session, each leg randomly performed in counterbalanced fashion an experimental condition
(i.e., TRAD, DS or CP). In the 2nd RT session (72h after the first RT session) one of the
experimental conditions performed in the previous session was performed again, but this time
using the contralateral leg. The remaining condition was used in other leg. For example: in the
first RT session one participant performed TRAD using the right leg and DS using the left leg;
while in the second visit this participant performed DS using the right leg and CP using the left
leg. A 30-min rest (was the time necessary for the volunteers to feel recovered to perform the
next protocol and to adjust the equipment [NIRS and EMG] for the next RT protocol) was
allowed between protocols in each RT session, and the order in which each experimental
condition was applied in the first and second RT sessions were randomized. The legs were
allocated in each condition in a way that ensured the same number of dominant legs (n = 8) and
non-dominant legs (n = 8) in each experimental condition, and the same number of combinations
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between experimental conditions performed by subjects in each RT session (8 legs performed
TRAD combined with DS; 8 legs performed DS combined with CP; 8 legs performed CP
combined with TRAD). Participants were tested for microvascular oxygenation levels through
NIRS, and muscle activation by EMG. The NIRS started recording 6 min before the beginning
of each RT session (i.e., during rest) and stopped 1 min after the end of protocol. EMG signal
started recording immediately before the beginning of each RT session and stopped at the end
of the last repetition of the last set.
Maximal dynamic strength test: The unilateral maximum dynamic strength on a leg-extension
machine (Effort NKR; Nakagym, SP, Brazil) was assessed using the 1-RM test (7). Briefly, a
general warm-up on a cycle ergometer at 20 km·h−1 for 5 min, followed by a couple of specific
leg-extension exercise warm-up sets were conducted. In the first set, 8 repetitions were
performed with 50% of the estimated 1-RM, obtained during familiarization sessions. In the
second set, 3 repetitions were performed at 70% of the estimated 1-RM. A 2-min interval was
provided between sets. After a 3-min interval, participants had up to 5 attempts to achieve the
1-RM. A 3-min rest interval was allotted between attempts and the highest load achieved (full
eccentric–concentric movement with 90° range of motion) was registered. After 72h, the 1-RM
was retested and all participants showed a variation lower than 5% compared to the first test;
thus, the score achieved in the first test was used as 1-RM value.
Knee joint angle and trigger: To determine the concentric and eccentric phases during knee angular
excursion, an angular potentiometer was placed on participants’ knee with its center of rotation
aligned with the lateral intercondilar line of the knee joint. Full extension was defined as “zero
degree”. The eccentric phase of movement was defined from the minimum to the maximum
value of the knee flexion angle, while the concentric phase was defined from the maximum to
the minimum value of the knee flexion angle. The A/D converter of the EMG unit was set at
1000Hz and utilized to synchronize the data acquisition from the angular potentiometer with
both NIRS and EMG. To align the data in time, the signal from the trigger was split and sent to
both NIRS and EMG A/D converters.
Resistance training: All protocols consisted of 3 sets of leg-extension exercise with a 2-min rest
between sets. TRAD performed 10 repetitions at 75% 1-RM in the 3 sets. In DS, each set started
with 75% 1-RM with repetitions until concentric failure, followed by a brief interval (~15s)
sufficient for the load be reduced by ~20%. Then, more repetitions were performed until a new
concentric failure, followed by another ~15s interval required for a further ~20% load reduction,
allowing a few more repetitions to failure. After the 2-min rest between sets, all the above was
repeated for the second and third sets. In CP, sets were performed with 10 repetitions at 75%, 8
repetitions at 80% and 6 repetitions at 85% 1-RM, respectively. The TTV was calculated
multiplying sets, repetitions and load (kg).
Microvascular oxygenation: We assessed the oblique fibers of Vastus medialis (VM) (14).
Microvascular oxygenation was measured during TRAD, DS and CP protocols by a continuous
dual-wave length near-infrared spectroscopy apparatus (NIRS; Oxymon, Artinis Medical
Systems, Arnhem, Netherlands). Data was collected at a frequency of 25Hz (20). This device
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allows estimating: i) tHb (blood volume); ii) stO2 (indicator of tissue oxygenation saturation); iii)
HbO2 (amount of oxygenated hemoglobin); iv) HHb (amount of deoxygenated hemoglobin);
and v) and HbDiff (indicate O2 consumption through differences between HbO2 and HHb).
These variables together provides information about local tissue O2 availability and use, and
therefore, the microvascular oxygenation (9, 14, 26). Firstly, thickness of the subcutaneous fat
layer at the site of NIRS optodes (i.e., an emitter and a detector) placement was assessed to set
the value of laser penetration depth (22). Then, the skin was shaved and cleaned with alcohol to
fix the holder of the optodes pair on the skin. The optodes were positioned in the VM, 3cm distal
from the EMG electrodes and fixed with black tape to eliminate ambient light (13). NIRS
measurements during each RT session were expressed as changes HbO2, HHb, tHb, stO2 and
HbDiff from resting values, measured during the last 6 min of rest period before each RT session
(8, 23). Data was extracted from the NIRS device and analyzed off-line using Oxisoft (3.0.X;
Artinis Medical Systems B.V, Arnhem, Netherlands). Considering the different time frame to
perform the RT protocols (DS was performed in a longer period than TRAD and CP), the data
analysis was conduct using the area under the curve (AUC) for all protocols including the entire
session.
Muscle activation: Muscle activation of VM was assessed by the amplitude of the EMG signal
(EMG832C; EMG System do Brazil, SP, Brazil) during the RT sessions. To reduce skin impedance
before electrode placement, the skin area was shaved, abraded and cleaned with an isopropyl
alcohol pad. Pre-gelled Ag/Ag-CL surface electrodes (EMG System, SP, Brazil) were placed
with an interelectrode distance of 2cm over the belly of the VM aligned in parallel with the
expected muscle fiber orientation, while a ground electrode was positioned in the ankle at the
fibular lateral malleolus according to SENIAM (1). Sampling frequency was set at 1000Hz with
a band-pass filter of 20 and 500Hz. There was an input noise below 1µV root mean square (RMS)
and an effective common rejection mode of 95dB in the EMG amplifiers. The amplitude of EMG
signal was calculated based on the concentric phase (i.e., the maximum and minimum knee joint
angle of each repetition). The normalization of RMS values was performed through the RMS
value obtained in the maximal voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC), which was calculated
over a 250ms interval around the peak torque. MVIC torque was measured by a load cell
attached at 90° with the lever arm of the leg extension machine before the exercise protocol. The
product of the force values by the length of the shank (i.e., distance from the lateral intercondilar
line to the lateral malleolus) determined the MVIC value. Using the A/D converter of the EMG
unit, the load cell data was acquired at a frequency of 1000Hz and filtered with a Butterworth
filter set a low pass frequency of 20Hz. The normalized RMS values (%MVIC) were presented
as mean values of the concentric phase of the entire 3 sets excluding only the first and last
repetition of each set performed during the protocols TRAD, DS and CP (28, 36, 37).
Statistical Analysis
After visual inspection, the area under the curve (AUC) analysis for dependent variables (HHb,
HbO2, tHb, HbDiff, stO2 and normalized EMG) were performed using the trapezium rule
(GraphPad Prism, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, United States) in order to characterize
the magnitude of the response and the changes over time. A one-way ANOVA was used to
compare the TTV and dependent variables between TRAD, DS and CP protocols. In case of
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significant F-values, a Tukey adjustment was implemented for pairwise comparisons. Statistical
analyses were performed in the software SAS 9.2 and significance was set as p < 0.05. To
minimize the possibility of a Type II error, the 95% confidence intervals of effect sizes (ES) of the
differences between AUC scores (ESCIdiff) were calculated using a non-central t distribution to
perform two between-groups analyses (31). Positive and negative confidence intervals [i.e., not
crossing zero (0)] were considered as significant. Data are presented as mean ± SD.
RESULTS
Microvascular oxygenation: No significant differences in tHb AUC were detected between TRAD,
DS and CP (F[2, 43] = 1.59, p = 0.21) (Fig. 1a). Regarding stO2 AUC, there was also no significant
difference between TRAD, DS and CP (F[2, 36] = 1.64, p = 0.20) (Fig. 1b). The one-way ANOVA
showed differences between training protocols for HbO2 AUC (F[2, 43] = 4.14, p = 0.02). The post
hoc test revealed significant difference between DS and TRAD (DS vs. TRAD: p = 0.04) and CP
(DS vs. CP: p = 0.03). No significant difference between TRAD and CP was found (TRAD vs. CP:
p = 0.98) (Fig. 1c). There was also significant difference between training protocols for HHb AUC
(F[2, 36] = 3.28, p= 0.04). The post hoc test showed significant difference between DS and TRAD
only (DS vs. TRAD: p = 0.03). No significant difference between CP and TRAD (CP vs. TRAD: p
= 0.45) and CP and DS (CP vs. DS: p = 0.37) was found (Fig. 1d). Finally, the one-way ANOVA
showed differences between training protocols for HbDiff AUC (F[2, 43] = 6.29, p = 0.004). The post
hoc test revealed significant difference between DS and TRAD (DS vs. TRAD: p = 0.007) and CP
(DS vs. CP: p = 0.01). No significant difference was found between TRAD and CP (TRAD vs. CP:
p = 0.97) (Fig. 1e). AUC values of NIRS variables are presented in Table 1. All the inferential
analysis was confirmed by the CI of the ES (Table 2).
Muscle activation: No significant differences in EMG amplitude was detected between TRAD, DS
and CP protocols (F[2, 43] = 0.27, p = 0.76) (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The inferential analysis was
confirmed by the CI of the ES (Table 2).
Total training volume: One-way ANOVA showed differences between training protocols for TTV
(F[2, 45] = 26.43, p < 0.0001). The post hoc test revealed that DS produced higher TTV compared
with both TRAD (DS vs. TRAD: p < 0.0001) and CP (DS vs. CP: p < 0.0001). No significant
difference was found in TTV between TRAD and CP (TRAD vs. CP: p = 0.76) (Fig. 3 and Table
1). The inferential analysis was confirmed by the CI of the ES (Table 2).
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Figure 1. Total area under the curve (AUC) of the entire session for total hemoglobin (tHb) (a), tissue saturation
index (stO2) (b), oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) (c), deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb) (d) and hemoglobin
differentiated (HbDiff) (e) for traditional (TRAD), drop-set (DS) and crescent pyramid (CP) resistance training
protocols. *Significantly (p = 0.04) different from TRAD. #Significantly (p < 0.03) different from TRAD and CP.
Values are presented as mean ± SD.
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Figure
2.
Normalized
electromyography
(EMG,
during traditional (TRAD), drop-set (DS) and
protocols. Values are presented as mean ± SD.
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Figure 3. Total training volume of traditional (TRAD), drop-set (DS) and crescent pyramid
(CP) resistance training protocols. #Significant different from TRAD and CP (p = 0.0001).
Values are presented as mean ± SD.
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Table 1. Values of total hemoglobin (tHb), tissue oxygen index (stO2), concentrations of oxygenated hemoglobin
(HbO2), concentrations of deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb), and hemoglobin differentiated (HbDiff)], normalized
electromyography (EMG) amplitude, and total training volume (TTV) for traditional resistance training (TRAD),
drop-set (DS) and crescent pyramid (CP).
Variables
TRAD
DS
CP
tHb (AUC)
-1653.5 ± 2866.5
-3069.2 ± 3429.4
-1196.6 ± 2675.3
stO2 (AUC)
19283.1 ± 6698.0
23995.5 ± 15604.9
16109.1 ± 8553.1
HbO2 (AUC)
-1951.8 ± 720.0
-4036.8 ± 698.1#
-1814.4 ± 2634.3
HHb (AUC)
316.0 ± 1164.9
1426.7 ± 320.7*
831.6 ± 758.2
HbDiff (AUC)
-2250.3 ± 1305.7
-5004.4 ± 2722.9#
-2432.2 ± 2891.4
EMG (%MVIC)
69.0 ± 34.4
61.3 ± 26.7
60.9 ± 38.8
TTV (kg)
2250.0 ± 714.6
4456.6 ± 1569.1#
1988.0 ± 604.8
AUC, area under curve.
%MVIC, percentage of the maximal voluntary isometric contraction.
Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation.
*Significantly (p = 0.04) different from TRAD.
#Significantly (p < 0.03) different from TRAD and CP.

Table 2. Effect size (ES) and confidence interval (CI) comparisons between traditional resistance training (TRAD),
drop-set (DS) and crescent pyramid (CP) for total hemoglobin (tHb), tissue oxygen index (stO2), concentrations of
oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2), concentrations of deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb), and hemoglobin
differentiated (HbDiff)], electromyography amplitude (EMG) and total training volume (TTV).
Variables
TRAD vs. DS
TRAD vs. CP
DS vs. CP
ES
CI
ES
CI
ES
CI
tHb (AUC)
-0.45
-1.19 to 0.29
0.16
-0.57 to 0.89
0.61
-0.15 to 1.37
stO2 (AUC)
0.39
-0.41 to 1.18
-0.42
-1.24 to 0.41
-0.61
-1.43 to 0.21
HbO2 (AUC)
-0.93*
-1.70 to -0.16
0.06
-0.67 to 0.79
0.83*
0.06 to 1.61
HHb (AUC)
0.90*
0.06 to 1.74
0.52
-0.28 to 1.32
0.56
-0.28 to 1.39
HbDiff (AUC)
1.30*
0.50 to 2.11
-0.08
-0.81 to 0.65
0.92*
0.14 to 1.70
EMG (%MVIC)
-0.25
-0.99 to 0.50
-0.22
-0.95 to 0.51
-0.01
-0.74 to 0.72
TTV (kg)
-1.81*
-2.66 to -0.96
-0.40
-1.12 to 0.33
-2.08*
-2.96 to -1.19
AUC, area under curve.
%MVIC, percentage of the maximal voluntary isometric contraction.
*Positive and negative confidence intervals [i.e., not crossing zero (0)] were considered as significant.

DISCUSSION
This is the first study comparing the effects of distinct RT systems (DS and CP) with TRAD on
microvascular oxygenation and muscle activation. We observed a higher TTV production for
DS compared with TRAD and CP. Although no differences were observed in tHb and stO2
between protocols, DS produced lower levels of HbO2 and HbDiff than TRAD and CP.
Additionally, DS resulted in higher levels of HHb compared with TRAD only. Despite the
different levels of microvascular oxygenation, no differences on muscle activation was found
during protocols.
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Microvascular oxygenation is a physiological response to exercise and can be investigated
through the analysis of specific NIRS variables. It is established that the tHb indicates a blood
perfusion to the microvasculature which occurs due to hyperemia caused by vasodilatation,
while stO2 reflects the level of tissue O2 saturation (21, 35). We expected that the higher TTV
produced by subsequent sets to failure followed by very short pauses in the DS protocol would
result in greater blood perfusion and O2 saturation compared with TRAD and CP, probably due
to higher vasodilatation and metabolic demand (21, 38). However, our results showed similar
blood perfusion (tHb) and O2 saturation (stO2) between protocols (Figs 1a and 1b, respectively).
Despite only the DS required performing sets to failure, all RT protocols was performed within
the same load zone (TRAD = 75% 1-RM; DS = ~65-75% 1-RM; CP = 75-85% 1-RM), possibly
leading participants close to concentric failure even in TRAD and CP. Thus, the similar overall
effort of exercising to or near to concentric failure may be responsible for similar tHb and stO2
between RT protocols. Accordingly, evidence (45) showed that continuous, long- and shortinterval aerobic exercise, but with a similar overall effort, produced analogous mean tHb and
stO2. Therefore, regardless of RT protocol performed, overall effort seems to be a pivot variable
that modulates blood perfusion and O2 saturation.
Other variables related to microvascular oxygenation are HbO2, HHb and HbDiff. HbO2
represents the concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin, while HHb and HbDiff indicate the
level of deoxygenated hemoglobin and O2 consumption, respectively (5, 12, 13). Our results
showed that HbO2 levels decreased more in DS than in TRAD and CP (Fig. 1c), while the HHb
increased to a greater extent in DS compared with TRAD only (Fig. 1d). Additionally, we also
found a significant decrease in HbDiff in DS compared with TRAD and CP (Fig. 1e).
Comparatively, an important study (14) evaluated microvascular oxygenation using most of the
variables analyzed herein (i.e., tHb, stO2, HbO2 and HHb). The authors showed similar changes
in tHb, stO2 and HbO2 for a RT protocol to fatigue and another not to fatigue with fewer
repetitions (14). Only HHb increased slightly more during RT to fatigue, probably due to the
higher number of repetitions and TTV (14). Accordingly, the DS protocol used herein produced
a greater number of repetitions than TRAD and CP (i.e., TRAD = 30 ± 0 reps; DS = 64 ± 7 reps;
CP = 24 ± 0 reps), allowed by the load “drops” after a very short rest resulting in greater TTV
(Fig. 3), what may explain the greater changes not only in HHb, but also in HbO2 and HbDiff.
In fact, studies (15, 16) showed higher increases in indirect indicators of metabolic stress (i.e.,
lactate and growth hormone [GH]) which are speculated be related to changes on microvascular
oxygenation status (38) in a protocol that resembles DS (i.e., additional sub-set to concentric
failure after reducing load in the last set, resulting in a higher TTV compared with TRAD).
Therefore, we suggest that the specificity of the DS protocol (i.e., large number of repetitions
resulting in greater TTV than other tested RT protocols) resulted in higher microvascular
oxygenation changes compared with TRAD and CP.
We expected that a greater change in microvascular oxygenation promoted by DS would
increase muscle activation when compared with TRAD and CP. However, all protocols showed
similar muscle activation (Fig. 2). Therefore, it is possible to suggest that muscle activation is not
fully dependent on the microvascular oxygenation status. A possible explanation for similar
muscle activation, as previously mentioned, is that albeit only in DS participants were instructed
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to reach concentric failure, TRAD and CP were possibly performed close to concentric failure.
Accordingly, to the best of our knowledge, no data support the notion that subjects should reach
concentric failure in every set of an RT session for maximize muscle activation (11, 33). In fact, a
study compared the effects of RT performed to concentric failure or to volitional interruption
(i.e., point in which participants voluntarily interrupted the exercise prior to concentric failure)
(34). Results showed that the use of high loads led to similar muscle activation regardless of
reaching concentric failure (34). Altogether, microvascular oxygenation status does not seem to
be the sole variable to modulate muscle activation, whereas other factors such as RT intensity
(19, 34) and level of fatigue (42) may modulate muscle activation.
It was proposed that muscle activation may influence muscle hypertrophy (33, 34, 40). Thus, if
a RT protocol is performed to or near to concentric failure, muscle activation will probably be in
an optimum level to maximize muscle hypertrophy. A previous study showed similar muscle
hypertrophy after 12 weeks of TRAD, DS and CP when matched for TTV (2). It is unknown if a
higher TTV and a greater change in microvascular oxygenation found herein for DS RT session
would result in greater muscle hypertrophy after an DS-based RT period, as TTV might be an
important variable to muscle hypertrophy (24, 25, 29). Future studies could elucidate this issue.
In summary, the present study provides by NIRS approach, new insights regarding
microvascular oxygenation status induced by TRAD, DS and CP. Our results demonstrated that
despite DS produced a greater change in microvascular oxygenation compared with TRAD and
CP, all protocols produced similar muscle activation levels. Thus, if the main objective of a RT
session is to achieve an optimum level of muscle activation (which is thought to be important
for hypertrophic adaptations), the choice of a RT protocol need not be necessarily guided by the
microvascular oxygenation status induced by this protocol, since that RT protocol be performed
up to or near to concentric muscle failure. Accordingly, the choose of a specific RT system should
be made according to the practitioner’s preference/necessity as a strategy to increase the
adherence to the RT program.
The present study has some limitations. We did not investigate the effects of TRAD, DS and CP
matching the TTV on microvascular oxygenation and muscle activation. Additionally, despite
similar muscle activation between protocols, the acute design does not provide information
about the long-term effects (e.g., muscle hypertrophy) of TRAD, DS and CP.
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